Electrochemiluminescence for Electric-Driven Antibacterial Therapeutics.
The employment of physical light sources in clinical photodynamic therapy (PDT) system endows it with a crucial defect in the treatment of deeper tissue lesions due to the limited penetration depth of light in biological tissues. In this work, we constructed for the first time an electric driven luminous system based on electrochemiluminescence (ECL) for killing pathogenic bacteria, where ECL is used for the excitation of photosensitizer instead of a physical light source to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS). We named this new strategy as ECL-therapeutics. The mechanism for the ECL-therapeutics is dependent on the perfect spectral overlap and energy transfer from the ECL generated by luminol to photosensitizer, cationic oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) (OPV), to sensitize the surrounding oxygen molecule into ROS. Furthermore, taking into account the practical application of our ECL-therapeutics, we used flexible hydrogel to replace the liquid system to develop hydrogel antibacterial device. Because the chemical reaction is a slow process in the hydrogel, the luminescence could last for more than 10 min after only electrifying for five seconds. This unique persistent luminescence characteristic with long afterglow life makes them suitable for persistent antibacterial applications. Thus, stretchable and persistent hydrogel devices are designed by integrating stretchable hydrogel, persistent ECL and antibacterial function into hydrogel matrices. This novel strategy avoids the employment of external light source, making it simple, convenient and controllable, which exploits a new field for ECL beyond sensors and also opens up a new model for PDT.